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The answer for question one is not entirely right. The sector of distribution 

has been given to be the most vulnerable sector of the petroleum industry. 

Terrorism and natural disasters have been highlighted as the major threats 

to distribution. Terrorist attacks can however be made even on refineries. 

Natural disasters would also interfere adversely with refinery plants and the 

process of exploration. From my point of view, it is the refinery sector that is 

most vulnerable. A single terrorist strike in a refinery would cause a big crisis

compared to distribution that can be substituted by other channels. The use 

of technology and the internet to control refinery systems and process make 

it even vulnerable to remote criminals. The supply of crude oil to the 

refineries is much more vulnerable. As the us sources crude oil from outside 

with intercontinental channels, the control of government over its security 

and monitoring is reduced making it much more vulnerable. 

The second part of the question was well addressed in terms with respect to 

the problem presented in the first part of the question. In regard to the 

vulnerability of the refineries, the boosting of security systems in the refinery

is important. Measure to counter terrorist attacks should be put in place. It is 

also important to detach as much as possible the operations from the 

internet to protect from cyber-attack. Where the systems have to be 

connected through any network necessary security issues e. g. us e of fire 

walls have to be implemented. in regions where the supply of the refineries 

is vulnerable, adequate security measure have to be put in place both within 

and outside the country. They should also be inspected regularly for any 

damages. Intelligence agencies should also be put on watch over any threat 

of attack. 
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